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Abstract
Purpose: To develop a mouse ovarian cancer model that allows modulating the expression levels of
human vascular targets in mouse xenograft tumors and to test whether expression of CD276 during tumor
angiogenesis can be visualized by molecularly targeted ultrasound in vivo.
Experimental Design: CD276-expressing MILE SVEN 1 (MS1) mouse endothelial cells were engineered
and used for coinjection with 2008 human ovarian cancer cells for subcutaneous xenograft tumor induction
in 15 nude mice. Fourteen control mice were injected with 2008 cells only. After confirming their binding
specificity in flow chamber cell attachment studies, anti-CD276 antibody-functionalized contrast microbubbles were used for in vivo CD276-targeted contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging.
Results: CD276-targeted ultrasound imaging signal was significantly higher (P ¼ 0.006) in mixed MS1/
2008 tumors than in control tumors. Compared with control microbubbles, the ultrasound signal using
CD276-targeted microbubbles was significantly higher (P ¼ 0.002), and blocking with purified anti-CD276
antibody significantly decreased (P ¼ 0.0096) the signal in mixed MS1/2008 tumors. Immunofluorescence
analysis of the tumor tissue confirmed higher quantitative immunofluorescence signal in mixed MS1/2008
tumors than in control 2008 only tumors, but showed not significantly different (P ¼ 0.54) microvessel
density.
Conclusions: Our novel small animal model allows for modulating the expression of human tumor–
associated vascular endothelial imaging targets in a mouse host and these expression differences can be
visualized noninvasively by ultrasound molecular imaging. The animal model can be applied to other
human vascular targets and may facilitate the preclinical development of new imaging probes such as
microbubbles targeted at human vascular markers not expressed in mice. Clin Cancer Res; 20(5); 1313–22.
2014 AACR.

Introduction
Ovarian cancer is the most lethal of all the gynecologic
malignancies and the 5th overall leading cause of cancerrelated deaths in women (1). Ovarian cancer frequently
remains asymptomatic until the disease has far progressed;
when symptoms develop they are often nonspecific and
lead to clinical evaluation for other more common illnesses,
which delays the diagnosis even further. Perhaps the greatest opportunity for improving ovarian cancer outcomes is
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through earlier detection of the disease, because overall
ovarian cancer 5-year survival is 50%, but can be 90% when
the disease is confined to the ovary at diagnosis; however,
only 30% of cases are diagnosed in this early stage (2, 3).
When ovarian cancer is finally suspected, pelvic imaging
using transvaginal sonography (TVS) is the most common
first-line diagnostic test. Conventional TVS, unfortunately,
offers limited sensitivity and specificity in detection of
ovarian cancer hampering its use as a screening tool for
early detection (4–6). Outcomes for women with or at risk
for ovarian cancer could likely be substantially improved by
advances in imaging methods, especially TVS, for detecting
the disease.
Molecularly targeted contrast-enhanced ultrasound
(CEUS) offers great potential for improving sensitivity
and/or specificity of TVS for earlier detection of ovarian
cancer. Recent studies in mouse xenograft tumor models
showed promising results using the angiogenesis marker
VEGFR2 as an imaging target in molecularly targeted CEUS,
allowing detection of cancer-specific imaging signal in
tumors as small as 2-mm diameter (7–12). Despite these
promising results in the tumor xenograft setting and the
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Translational Relevance
Extensive research is under way to identify novel
tumor vascular–associated biomarkers. Small animal
models are a requisite for the development of novel
drugs, including contrast agents and molecular imaging
probes, but not all novel human tumor biomarkers of
interest are reliably expressed in mouse tumor models.
The proposed animal model allows modulation of the
expression of a human ovarian cancer–associated vascular biomarker on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells in the mouse host. Furthermore, these differences in biomarker expression on vascular endothelial
cells can be assessed with molecularly targeted ultrasound imaging. This novel small animal model may be
applicable to many human vascular tumor biomarkers
and may facilitate not only the development of imaging
probes targeted at newly described vascular imaging
biomarkers for cancer, but may also be helpful in the
development of novel therapeutics targeted at those
vascular biomarkers.

potential of being a suitable imaging target in the majority
of patients with postmenopausal ovarian cancer, VEGFR2
may not be an entirely optimal target for the detection of
ovarian cancer in the subset of patients with premenopausal
ovarian cancer. VEGFR2 is not a cancer-specific angiogenesis marker and expression levels are known to be upregulated on vascular endothelial cells at sites of wound healing,
which also regularly occurs in the ovary in the early luteal
phase following ovulation (13). Therefore, a concern is that
imaging strategies targeting VEGFR2 for earlier ovarian
cancer detection may result in false positives when scanning
the ovary during physiologic angiogenesis associated with
ovulation in premenopausal women. Imaging targets that
are specifically upregulated on tumor-associated vascular
endothelial cells are therefore highly desirable for molecularly targeted CEUS in the setting of ovarian cancer. Extensive research is under way aiming at identifying cancerspecific vascular markers for numerous cancers, including
ovarian cancer, for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes
(14–17). A drawback of many of these biomarkers, is the
often limited (or even lack of) expression of the vascular
markers in mouse tumor models, especially subcutaneous
xenografts. However, mouse tumor models represent an
often necessary and cost-effective first step in the development of drugs and imaging agents targeting these novel
vascular markers. One more cancer-specific ovarian cancer–
associated vascular endothelial marker, CD276 (B7-H3), a
member of the immunoglobulin superfamily had recently
been identified by our collaborators by data mining of gene
expression data banks and confirmed as a promising imaging target for ovarian cancer after immunohistopathology
validation in human early stage ovarian cancer samples.
CD276 vascular expression was identified in a majority of
serous ovarian cancer tissues and in only a minority of tissue
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samples from corpus luteum and benign ovarian tumors (C.
Drescher et al., unpublished data). The importance of
CD276 as a vascular marker in ovarian and other cancers
has also been confirmed by other authors (16–19). CD276
may be a suitable molecular imaging target in ovarian
cancer, especially in the setting of a multivalent imaging
approach targeting 2 or more complementary tumor markers simultaneously (7). Although, expression of murine
CD276 in tumor-associated mouse vasculature had been
described in the past, we could only find very low expression
levels of this marker on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells in our mouse ovarian cancer xenograft models
(unpublished data). Following the concept that endothelial
cells can form tubular three-dimensional structures that can
connect to host capillary microcirculation (20), we
attempted to create an animal model that is suitable for
use in a high-throughput multiuser molecular imaging
laboratory environment.
Our goal was to establish a novel mouse xenograft tumor
model that allows upregulation of the expression of human
vascular markers such as human CD276 on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells and to evaluate whether the
differences in human CD276 expression can be visualized
by molecularly targeted CEUS imaging.

Materials and Methods
Creation of CD276 expressing stable mouse
endothelial cells
MILE SVEN 1 (MS1) mouse vascular endothelial cells
[CRL2279; American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)]
were transfected with human CD276 after confirming the
absence of CD276 expression on these cells via Western blot
analysis. Wild-type MS1 cells (WT MS1) were subcultured
under sterile conditions and maintained in a 5% CO2
-humidified atmosphere at 37 C until needed for the experiments in ATCC-formulated Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium (ATCC) with FBS at 5%.
For the creation of stable CD276-expressing MS1 cell
clones (MS1CD276), an expression-optimized version of the
gene encoding for human CD276 (DNA2.0, sequence see
Supplementary Appendix, CD276engineered) was subcloned
into an ubiquitin promoter–driven expression vector for
further use (see Supplementary Appendix for detailed
protocol).
Transfection of MS1 cells with the CD276-expression
vector was performed using lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent (Life Sciences; Invitrogen), following the
recommended manufacturer’s standard protocol (ref. 21;
see Supplementary Appendix). One transfected MS1 clone
was found to show particularly high CD276 expression
(Fig. 1). Of note, the anti-CD276 monoclonal antibody
(mAb) cross-reacts with human and mouse CD276 and can,
therefore, not differentiate between the 2 protein versions.
Preparation of CD276-targeted and control
microbubbles for imaging
Commercially available lipid-shelled, perfluorocarboncontaining microbubbles (Vevo MicroMarker Target Ready
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Figure 1. Testing of CD276 expression in transfected MS1 cells. Western
blot of samples deriving from truncated recombinant CD276 (positive
control, puriﬁed, 40–45 kDa under reducing conditions; R&D Systems),
wild-type MS1 cell lysates [MS1(wt) a and MS1(wt) b] as well as lysates of
MS1 clone 2 cells, which were transfected with the CD276 gene (MS1clone 2 a and b, approximately 95 kDa under reducing conditions) shows
expression of CD276 in transfected MS1 cells, but not in wild-type MS1
cells. 15 mg of protein were loaded into lanes MS1(wt) a and MS1-clone 2
CD276 a, respectively. Thirty micrograms of protein were loaded into
lanes MS1(wt) b, MS1-clone 2 CD276 b, and positive control.

Contrast Agent Kit; VisualSonics) were used to generate
CD276-targeted microbubbles that can serve as a contrast
agent for CEUS. Each vial of microbubbles was incubated
with 30 mg of anti-mouse/human CD276 biotinylated mAb
(eBioscience) diluted in sterile saline according to the
microbubble manufacturer’s manual allowing the antibody
to bind to the microbubbles through streptavidin–biotin
interactions; thus, the microbubbles were functionalized
with anti-CD276 monoclonal antibodies (MBCD276). Nontargeted reconstituted microbubbles (MBPure for flow chamber experiments) and isotype-matched control immunoglobulin G antibody (ABD Serotec, 30 mg of Ab per vial of
microbubbles) functionalized microbubbles (MBIso) served
as control contrast agents. Figure 2 illustrates the algorithm
for the subsequent experiments.
Flow chamber experiments
To assess binding specificity of the CD276-targeted
microbubbles to human CD276, microbubble binding was
assessed in flow chamber experiments on MS1CD276 cells as
well as WT MS1 cells (no CD276 expression; ref. 22). A total
of 5  104 MS1CD276 cells or WT MS1 cells were grown on
coated (Sigmacote; Sigma-Aldrich) glass microscope slides
and mounted on a parallel-plate flow chamber (GlycoTech
Corporation). In separate experiments, MBCD276, MBpure, or
MBIso at a concentration of 0.7  107 microbubbles per
milliliter in PBS were passed over the cells by use of a syringe
infusion/withdrawal pump (Genie Plus; Kent Scientific
Corporation). A flow rate of 0.6 mL/min (corresponding
to a wall shear rate of 100 per second, the approximate shear
rate in tumor capillaries; ref. 23) for the microbubbles in
PBS was used, which was followed by a 2-minute PBS rinse
at the same flow rate. All experiments were performed in
triplets.
To further test the binding specificity of MBCD276,
additional cell slides were blocked by incubation with
an excess of nonbiotinylated anti-CD276 mAb (60 mg for
30 minutes) before performing the flow chamber exper-
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iment with MBCD276. The mean number of microbubbles
attached per cell in 5 randomly selected optical fields was
determined by phase contrast microscopy (at 400;
Axiovert 25; Carl Zeiss AG). Microbubbles can be directly
visualized as small, white-rounded structures; microbubbles were considered to be attached to cells when there
was direct contact with the cells and no free floating was
noted under real-time observation. The number of
attached microbubbles and the number of cells were
counted to calculate the number of attached microbubbles per cell (22).
Mouse model
All procedures involving the use of laboratory animals
were approved by the Institutional Administrative Panel
on Laboratory Animal Care at Stanford University. For
subcutaneous ovarian cancer xenograft tumor induction,
6-week-old athymic nude mice (Charles River Laboratories) were used. During the injections, the mice were
anesthetized with 2% to 3% isoflurane (Aerrane; Baxter)
in oxygen administered at a rate of 2 L/min. Human 2008
endometrioid ovarian cancer cells (24) were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium (Life Technologies) with 10% FBS. In
pilot experiments, 1  106 2008 ovarian cancer cells were
mixed with CD276-expressing MS1 (MS1CD276) cells at
ratios of 1:5 (1  106 2008 cells and 5  106 MS1CD276
cells) and 1:10 (1  106 2008 cells and 1  107 MS1CD276
cells), respectively, resuspended in phenol red–free basement membrane matrix (Matrigel; BD Biosciences) and
injected subcutaneously in the right flank. Different ratios
of 2008 tumor cells to MS1CD276 cells were tried for tumor
induction. The coinjection of the cells at a ratio of 1:5
showed optimal CD276 expression levels on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells and good tumor sizes
after 20 days after subcutaneous injection. For subsequent
experiments, 2008 cells and MS1CD276 cells were always
coinjected at a ratio of 1:5 for xenograft tumor induction.
When MS1 cells were injected subcutaneously alone in
pilot experiments, they grew only very slowly into small
flat lesions, resembling hemangiomas (25) and did not
develop into the typical round exophytic subcutaneous
tumor as the ones grown from either 2008 cells alone or
mixed 2008 and MS1 cells.
A total of 15 mice with mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors
were used for in vivo molecularly targeted CEUS imaging
experiments, and an additional 14 animals injected with 3
 106 2008 cells only serving as negative controls (representative of the typical cell number used for subcutaneous
xenograft tumor induction). The number of 3  106 of 2008
cells was chosen for the induction of control tumors (control 2008 only tumors), because this cell number had
consistently been shown to result in similar sized tumors
over a time interval of 3 weeks based on our experience. All
tumors were allowed to grow for 19 to 20 days after
injection up to a mean maximum size of 5.8 mm (range,
4.4–7.7 mm) for the mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors and of
5.8 mm (range, 3.0–7.8 mm) for the control 2008 only
tumors, respectively.
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Figure 2. Outline of the experimental algorithm. Binding speciﬁcity of MBCD276 versus control microbubbles was tested in ﬂow chamber experiments
under shear stress conditions comparable to the approximate shear rate in tumor capillaries (100 per second). CD276-expressing engineered MS1
mouse endothelial cells were then coinjected with human 2008 ovarian cancer cells for tumor induction, 2008 only tumors served as control tumors.
Both tumor types were used for in vivo CEUS imaging 19 to 20 days posttumor induction. Ex vivo analysis included immunoﬂuorescence and qRT-PCR of
excised tumor tissue.

Ultrasound molecular imaging protocol
Human CD276 binding specificity of MBCD276 was tested
in 15 mice bearing mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors and in 14
control mice bearing tumors derived from injection of 2008
cells only. To further confirm binding specificity of MBCD276
to CD276 in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors, imaging was
repeated after 5 hours following in vivo blocking with excess
amounts (125 mg) of anti CD276 mAb (eBiosciences) via
the tail vein, followed by imaging with MBCD276. For
technical details of the ultrasound molecular imaging protocol (see Supplementary Appendix).
In the mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumor-bearing mice, 5 
107 MBCD276 or 5  107 control MBIso were injected manually through the tail vein in random order (MB volume, 60
mL per injection; injection time, 3 seconds) during the same
imaging session. A minimum time interval of 30 minutes in
between injections allowed for clearance of remaining
microbubbles from the previous injection (26, 27). To
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differentiate the acoustic signal derived from microbubbles
attached to CD276 on vascular endothelial cells and the
signal from freely circulating MBs in the bloodstream, we
used the well-established principle of US-induced MBdestruction and replenishment (8, 28). Following the injection of the microbubbles, 4 minutes were allowed for the
microbubbles to bind to CD276. One hundred and twenty
imaging frames were then captured over a 15-second period
to obtain imaging signal from adherent and freely circulating microbubbles in tumor tissue. A continuous high-power
destructive pulse of 3.7 MPa (transmit power, 100%;
mechanical index, 0.63) was then applied for 1 second,
which destroyed the microbubbles within the beam of
elevation. Following destruction (15 seconds were given
to allow freely circulating microbubbles to refill into tumor
vessels), another 120 imaging frames were acquired. The
acoustic imaging signals (video intensity) from these 120
imaging frames were averaged digitally subtracted from the
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Figure 3. Representative examples
of different types of microbubbles
(seen as small white dots) binding
to CD276-expressing MS1CD276
cells and WTMS1 cells in ﬂow
chamber attachment experiments.
Although many MBCD276 attached
to MS1CD276 cells, control MBIso
and MBpure did not attach
to MS1CD276 cells. There was a
signiﬁcant reduction of MBCD276
attaching to MS1CD276 cells after
blocking with excess amounts
of CD276 mAB and almost no
MBCD276 attached to WTMS1 cells,
which do not express CD276.
Scale bar, 10 mm.
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MSCD276
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initial 120 predestruction frames by the Vevo2100 built-in
software. Thus, the calculated difference in video intensity
(in linear arbitrary units) corresponded to the imaging
signal attributable to CD276 adherent microbubbles
(8, 28). Images showing signal from adherent microbubbles were displayed as color maps overlaid on B-mode
images, automatically generated by using commercially
available Vevo CQ software (VisualSonics).

rection for image background was performed by using
ImageJ software with the multimeasure plugin (ImageJ,
NIH, Bethesda, MD). Microvessel density (MVD) analysis
was performed using a standardized protocol (23, 29). The
total number of vessels was summed for at least 3 random
fields of view (single field of view area, 0.56 mm2) for each
tumor slice, and MVD was calculated as the average number
of vessels per field of view area (mm2).

Imaging data analysis
The imaging datasets of all mice were analyzed offline in
random order at a dedicated workstation with commercially available software (VevoCQ; VisualSonics). Analysis was
performed in a blinded fashion by one reader, a radiologist
with 12 years of experience in reading ultrasound, blinded
to the type of microbubble (MBCD276 vs. MBIso or after
blocking) and the tumor type (mixed MS1CD276/2008 or
control 2008 only). Regions of interest were drawn covering
the entire area of the subcutaneous tumor and the magnitude of imaging signal from attached microbubble was
assessed by calculating an average for pre- and postdestruction imaging signals and subtracting the average postdestruction signal from the average predestruction signal, as
described previously (8).

Real-time reverse-transcription PCR
Because the anti-CD276 mAb cannot differentiate
between the human and murine protein versions, parts of
the frozen resected xenograft tumors were used for quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) to confirm the presence of
mRNA of the expression-optimized gene encoding for
CD276 in the mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors. 2008 only
tumors served as negative controls. For this purpose, RNA
was extracted from tumors using the RNeasy Plus Kit
(Qiagen). The complementary DNA was synthesized
from the isolated RNA using the superscript vilo cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Life Technologies). For the qRT-PCR, SYBR
GreenER qPCR SuperMix universal was used (Life Technologies). All steps were performed following the manufacturers’ protocols. qRT-PCR was performed for 3
mixed MS1CD276/2008 and for 3 control 2008 only
tumors, respectively, using primers for mouse a-tubulin
as a reference control gene, for the expression-optimized
gene sequence of human CD276 (see Supplementary
Appendix), and for human CD276 using a commercially
available RT-PCR thermal cycler system (Icycler, BioRad). Results were given as cycle threshold (Ct) values
and the approximate relative difference in expression
according to the DDCt method (30). The Ct value reflects
the cycle round when the fluorescence intensity of the
samples exceeded a specific threshold, using a threshold

Immunofluorescence staining and analysis of tumors
Immediately following the US imaging sessions, mice
were sacrificed and tumors were excised, cut in half at about
the level of the US imaging plane direction, embedded in
Tissue-Tek OCT (Sakura), and frozen. Tumor tissues were
double stained for CD31 as a marker for vascular endothelial cells and for the imaging target CD276 to confirm
colocalization of CD276 on CD31-positive tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells (see Supplementary Appendix). Quantitative immunofluorescence analysis with cor-
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of 150.00 for all tested conditions. A Ct value of 40.00
was considered to represent lack of RNA presence.
Statistical analysis
All results are given as mean  SEM as well as median
where appropriate. Comparisons within each tumor of
MBCD276 signal intensity versus MBIso signal intensity, and
MBCD276 signal intensity versus MBCD276 signal intensity
after blocking were made with 2-sided paired Wilcoxon
tests.
Comparisons of MBCD276 signal intensity, mean immunofluorescence, and microvessel density in mixed
MS1CD276/2008 tumors versus control 2008 only tumors
were made with a 2-sided unpaired Wilcoxon test. A Bonferroni-adjusted significance level of 0.01 was used for all
Wilcoxon tests. Comparison between the different conditions of flow chamber experiments was made with a nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test. Statistical analysis was
done using Stata Release 9.2 (StataCorp LP).

Results
Flow chamber experiments testing microbubble
binding specificity to CD276
The number of MBCD276 attaching per cell to MS1CD276
cells (1.64  0.18) was significantly higher (P < 0.001)
compared with the MBCD276 attaching to MS1 WT cells
(0.22  0.04). Postblocking with excess amounts of antiCD276 mAb, attachment of MBCD276 to MS1CD276 cells was
significantly reduced to 0.29  0.04 MBCD276/cell (P <
0.001). Attachment of control microbubbles to MS1CD276
cells was significantly lower, with only a mean of 0.18 
0.04/cell for MBpure (P < 0.001) and 0.28  0.08/cell for
MBIso (P < 0.001) attaching. These findings indicate that the
created MBCD276 bound specifically to MS1CD276 cells
expressing human CD276. Examples of different microbubble-type attachments under different conditions in flow
chamber experiments are shown in Fig. 3.
Mouse ultrasound imaging
All animals tolerated the CEUS imaging well without
signs of any acute toxic reactions after MB administration,
and all animals fully recovered after the US imaging
sessions.
The binding specificity of MBCD276 was tested in vivo in 15
mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors and in 14 control 2008 only
tumors. US imaging after administration of MBIso as well
as administration of MBCD276 after blocking with excess
amounts of anti-CD276 mAb served as control conditions
for in vivo US imaging. The imaging signal of MBCD276 was
significantly higher in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors than
in control 2008 only tumors with a mean difference in video
intensity of 484.95  192.02 versus 52.97  17.6 (P ¼
0.006). The imaging signal of MBCD276 in mixed MS1CD276
/2008 tumors after blocking with excess amounts of antiCD276 mAb was significantly lower than before blocking
with a mean of 272.92  70.49 (P ¼ 0.0096). The imaging
signal was also significantly lower following administration
of MBIso with a mean difference in video intensity of 252.7
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 70.49 (P ¼ 0.002) in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors. In
2008 only tumors, imaging signal was also lower after
administrating MBCD276 following blocking with excess
amounts of anti-CD276 mAb with a mean difference in
video intensity of 19.33  4.7 (P ¼ 0.40) and after administration of MBIso with a mean difference in video intensity
of 38.76  14.03 (P ¼ 0.89). Although the average signal
intensity was lower, contrary to the mixed MS1CD276/2008
tumors, there was no consistent drop in signal intensity in
all 2008 only tumors under control conditions. Six of
fourteen 2008 only tumors had an almost stable signal
intensity under control conditions. Figure 4 demonstrates
examples of in vivo CD276-targeted CEUS.
Ex vivo immunofluorescence analysis
Tumor slices were double stained for human/mouse
CD276 and CD31. The mean immunofluorescence of
CD276 was significantly higher (P < 0.001) in the mixed
MS1CD276/2008 tumors (mean, 36.82  12.72) than in the
control 2008 only tumors (mean, 10.51  4.59). Immunofluorescence double staining showed colocalization of
CD276 and CD31 on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells predominantly in the mixed MS1CD276/2008
tumors, to a lesser degree also in the control 2008 only
tumors (Fig. 5). The mean vessel density was minimally
higher in the mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors with 22.80
vessels/mm2 than in the control 2008 only tumors with
20.77 vessels/mm2, but the difference was not statistically
significant (P ¼ 0.54). Figure 5 demonstrates representative
views of stained tumor samples.
Quantitative real-time PCR
qRT-PCR was performed in tumor samples of both tumor
types to confirm presence of mRNA deriving from the
expression-optimized gene sequence of human CD276
(CD276engineered), which indicates expression of the engineered gene sequence in the tumors. Because the antiCD276 mAb used in our study cross-reacts with both, the
human and mouse CD276 protein, immunofluorescence
analysis alone could not differentiate between the 2 protein
versions. Relative quantification performed by qRT-PCR
confirmed the presence of mRNA deriving from
CD276engineered in the mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors, but
not in the control 2008 only tumors as reflected by Ct values
of 27.98  2.03 in the mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors versus
40.46  2.38 for the control 2008 only tumors, whereas the
internal control, mouse a-tubulin, showed comparable Ct
values of 20.82  2.38 in the mixed MS1CD276 tumors and
21.56  1.39 for the control 2008 only tumors. This resulted
in a DDCt value of 11.74 and approximately 3,420-fold
more CD276engineered mRNA in the mixed MS1CD276/2008
tumors than in the control 2008 only tumors.

Discussion
Extensive research efforts target the molecular footprint
of tumor-associated neovasculature and numerous newly
discovered angiogenesis markers are explored for their
diagnostic or therapeutic suitability. In vitro assays are
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MBCD276

MBIso

MBCD276
Post blocking

Mixed MS1/2008

2008 cells only

Figure 4. Representative imaging examples of transverse in vivo CEUS in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors and control 2008 only tumors. There is markedly higher
imaging signal following injection of MBCD276 in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors as compared with control 2008. Imaging signal was substantially lower after
injection of control MBIso as well as blocking experiments with excess anti CD276 mAb. The decrease of the MBCD276 in 2008 only tumors after blocking with
anti-CD276 mAB is explained by the low inherent expression of murine CD276 in those tumors. Scale bar, 1 mm. Note that the antibodies used in
these experiments could not differentiate between murine and human CD276, therefore additional qRT-PCR experiments were performed to conﬁrm presence
of mRNA deriving from the expression-optimized gene sequence of human CD276 (CD276engineered) in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors (for results see main
text). Targeted CEUS imaging signal was color coded and overlaid on contrast-mode gray scale images.

important in the development of novel diagnostic or
therapeutic angiogenesis markers, but because of their
inherent simplicity they cannot really reflect the complex
angiogenesis mechanisms in vivo. Small animal models
provide an opportunity to study the complex interactions
that drive angiogenesis in real time but may be of limited
relevance for ultimate clinical translation, because they
may lack the expression of specific human angiogenesis
markers (31).

CD31

This lack of expression led us to implement a relatively
simple ovarian cancer animal model that allows modulating the expression of human protein markers on vascular
endothelial cells of xenograft tumors in mice and show that
the differences in marker expression can be assessed by
molecularly targeted CEUS. In this animal model, mouse
endothelial cells are transfected with the human angiogenesis marker gene of choice and are coinjected with human
cancer cells to induce subcutaneous xenograft tumors in

CD276

Merged

Mixed MS1/2008
tumors

2008 cells only
tumors

Figure 5. Representative images of tumor immunoﬂuorescence staining demonstrate strong expression of human CD276 on the tumor-associated
vasculature in the mixed MS1/2008 tumors (top row) as indicated by the strong orange color change on the merged images. Low background expression of
murine CD276 is seen on the tumor-associated vasculature in control 2008 only tumors (bottom row) with only some vessels showing expression of
CD276 as indicated by the orange color on merged images whereas other vessels remain green showing no CD276 expression. Note that the antibodies
used in these experiments could not differentiate between murine and human CD276, therefore additional qRT-PCR experiments were performed
to conﬁrm presence of mRNA deriving from the expression-optimized gene sequence of human CD276 (CD276engineered) in mixed MS1/2008 tumors
(for results see main text). Scale bar, 20 mm.
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nude mice. In our case, MS1 mouse vascular endothelial
cells were transfected with an expression optimized gene of
human CD276 and the stable CD276-expressing cells were
coinjected with human 2008 ovarian cancer cells to induce
xenograft tumors whereas typically used tumors induced by
injection of 2008 cells only served as negative controls. The
expression of human CD276 on the surface of the engineered MS1CD276 endothelial cells was first proven by flow
chamber cell attachment studies where MS1CD276 and WT
MS1 cells were exposed to CD276-targeted as well as control
microbubbles under shear stress conditions comparable to
those of tumor capillaries. The in vivo upregulation of
human CD276 expression on tumor-associated vascular
endothelial cells in the mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors was
proven by immunofluorescence analysis of harvested tumor
tissue where a more than 3-fold higher average CD276
fluorescence signal was observed as compared with the
control 2008 only tumors. The vessel density, however, was
comparable for both tumor types. This indicates that the
higher CD276 fluorescence signal in the mixed MS1CD276/
2008 tumors cannot be simply explained by a higher vessel
density or vessel surface area in those mixed tumors. Furthermore, the difference in CD276 expression in both
tumor types could be assessed by in vivo CD276-targeted
CEUS. These in vivo ultrasound studies showed significantly
higher imaging signal in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors
following administration of MBCD276 compared with control 2008 only tumors. Furthermore, the specificity of
MBCD276 binding to tumor-associated vessels in mixed
MS1CD276/2008 tumors in vivo was demonstrated by the
significant imaging signal reduction deriving from MBCD276
following blocking with excessive amounts of monoclonal
anti-CD276 antibody. The imaging signal deriving from
MBIso in mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors was also significantly lower when compared with that deriving from
MBCD276 in those mixed tumors; interestingly, however,
the imaging signal following administration of MBIso in the
mixed MS1CD276/2008 tumors was relatively high, indicating that there may have been nonspecific binding of
the isotype-matched control antibody to vascular endothelial cells in the modified mixed tumors. Another
potential explanation for part of the nonspecific binding
effect may be a nonspecific interaction of streptavidin on
the microbubble surface with mouse endogenous fibronectin (32). Another observation was that there was
specific attachment of MBCD276 in 2008 only tumors,
indicating some expression of murine CD276 in those
tumors, which was detectable by MBCD276 because the
anti-CD276 antibody used to functionalize the microbubbles cross-reacts with both human and murine
CD276.
CD276 was chosen as an imaging target because it may
be of high clinical value in the therapeutic and diagnostic
setting of ovarian cancer (14–17). To date, several molecularly targeted CEUS imaging studies have focused on
VEGFR2, which is known to be overexpressed in numerous tumors (7–11). In patients with premenopausal
ovarian cancer, however, VEGFR2 could be a less optimal
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US imaging target, because it is not a cancer-specific
angiogenesis marker, although ovarian cancer occurs in
postmenopausal patients in the vast majority of cases
where VEGFR2 may be a highly suitable imaging target.
Expression of VEGFR2 is known to be upregulated on
vascular endothelial cells at sites of wound healing, which
also regularly occurs in the ovary in the early luteal phase
following ovulation: the cyclic corpus luteum of the ovary
is known to be the organ site with the strongest physiologic angiogenesis (13, 33). Therefore, a valid concern is
that imaging strategies targeting VEGFR2 may detect
physiologic angiogenesis associated with ovulation in
premenopausal women, although further studies in
patients are warranted to corroborate this hypothesis. An
ideal vascular marker candidate for molecularly targeted
ultrasound in ovarian cancer should be highly overexpressed in cancer-associated endothelial cells and not or
only to limited extent expressed in endothelial cells from
site matched normal vessels and at sites of physiologic
angiogenesis, known to encode for membrane proteins
with luminal sided surface expression and have a biologic
function potentially related to angiogenesis.
CD276 (B7-H3), a member of the immunoglobulin
superfamily, has just recently been identified as one vascular
endothelial target that may possess most of the desired
vascular marker qualities for ovarian cancer (16, 17). As
an immune regulatory ligand CD276 is thought to attenuate
peripheral immune responses and its overexpression in
tumors, therefore, to be associated with poor prognosis
(16). CD276 is overexpressed not only on tumor cells, but
also on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells in ovarian cancer and the level of CD276 expression has been
shown to be associated with tumor histology (most often
expressed in serous ovarian carcinomas) and stage (16).
These findings were also reflected by the results of immunohistochemical validation of CD276 as a vascular endothelial target in a tissue filter set consisting of 15 high-grade
serous ovarian cancer tissue samples, 14 corpus luteum
samples, 15 normal ovary samples, 19 benign ovarian
disease samples, and 18 samples containing normal fallopian tube endothelium, one of the coauthors could show
very favorable performance of CD276 in comparison to
VEGFR2: although both markers were highly expressed in
blood vessels of high-grade serous ovarian cancer compared
with normal and benign ovarian tissue, CD276 was
markedly lower expressed (only 50% of the vessel staining
composite score of VEBGFR2) in normal fallopian tube
endothelium and corpus luteum (C. Drescher et al., unpublished data). Validation of CD276 as a vascular marker of
ovarian cancer in larger series of human early stage and
occult ovarian cancer tissue samples including analysis by
outside laboratories is currently under way. Ultimately,
CD276 could serve as 1 of 2 or even 3 complementary
cancer-specific imaging targets that may be addressed simultaneously by a multivalent targeted microbubble for ovarian cancer early detection (7, 34).
Because small animal models are a requisite for the
development of novel drugs, including contrast agents and
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molecular imaging probes (35), we were aiming to develop
a CD276-targeted US imaging strategy, but were hampered
by the relative low levels of CD276 expression in our small
animal ovarian cancer models as compared with human
cancers. Following the concept that endothelial cells can
form tubular three-dimensional structures that can connect to host capillary microcirculation (20), we attempted
to create an animal model that allows influencing the
expression level of human vascular imaging targets on
tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells in a mouse
host to be able to develop novel imaging probes and
imaging strategies addressing these human vascular targets. Animal models with humanized vasculature have
been explored by several authors to study the complex
mechanisms of angiogenesis in vivo (20, 36). Other models using, for example, human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVEC) offer the advantage of including the entire
human endothelial cells as compared with expression of
just one human marker protein as in our animal model.
The disadvantage of those models however is that for
optimal results they may require more elaborate threedimensional culture techniques and typically severe combined immunodeficiency mice hosts as well as that
HUVEC cells usually require more elaborate approaches
for gene expression such as lentivirus transduction. In
addition, gene expression of specific target proteins can be
quite challenging in primary HUVECs.
We acknowledge the following limitations of our study.
First, we used streptavidin-coated microbubbles that can be
functionalized in the laboratory setting, but are not suitable
for use in patients. Second, we tested the CD276-targeted US
imaging strategy only in ovarian cancer models and not in
models of benign ovarian disease. Third, although CD276
may be a promising imaging target for a multitargeted US
imaging approach in ovarian cancer early detection, the
exact mechanism of the CD276 molecule in tumor angiogenesis is unclear to date. Finally, our model may not assess
the true signal to noise ratio expected in patients, because
overexpression of CD276 on murine endothelial cells may
not reflect magnitude of CD276 expression levels in
patients. However, our model is primarily meant to facilitate expression of human vascular targets on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells in a small animal host for
the initial in vivo testing of novel imaging or therapeutic
approaches and, therefore, our relatively simple mouse
model may prove to be a cost-effective and robust method
which can be applied in a high-throughput multiuser lab
environment.

In conclusion, we have shown that the proposed animal
model allows modulation of the expression of a human
ovarian cancer–associated vascular target, such as CD276
on tumor-associated vascular endothelial cells in the mouse
host and that these differences in CD276 expression on
vascular endothelial cells can be assessed with molecularly
targeted US imaging. Although we have not yet tested this
approach in a second ovarian tumor model, we are convinced that this novel small animal model may be applicable to many other human vascular targets and the ability
to visualize target expression differences via molecularly
targeted CEUS may facilitate not only the development of
imaging probes addressing upcoming vascular imaging
targets for cancer imaging, but may also be helpful in the
development of novel therapeutics addressing those vascular targets.
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